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RTV2 liquid silicone rubber

Datasheet

Description:

RTV-2 silicone also called two-component room temperature condensation
silicone, it has 2 component: part A and part B, part a is liquid silicone rubber,
part B is the curing agent, their mix ratio is 100:2 by weight or by volume, they
have excellent mobility, easy operability, can cured at room temperature,
become to many industries quickly copy essential product.

Application:

RTV liquid silicone rubber is mainly used for mold making, like concrete mold,
cement mold, wax, tyre mold, soap mold, Polyster resin, Epoxy resin, PU foam
resin and the replication of arts and crafts, antique furniture, ceramics, craft
candles, gypsum decoration, large sculpture, Buddha mold, building
decoration,anaglyph furniture,imitation marble, imitation natural stone, shoe's
mold, lighting,simulation of the human body,imitation bronze craft, model
facility, rockery etc many mold manufacture industry.

Datasheet:

NOTE: silicone hardness, color, pot life, cure time etc all can
customized.

Type    RTV2

color white
Hardness (shoreA°) 40±2
Viscosity (cps) 40000
Density (g/cm3) 1.07

Tear strength (kgf/cm) 28
Tensile strength (kgf/cm2) 55

Elongation (%) 500
Shrinkage (%) ≤0.1
Pot life (min)    60
Curing time (h) 2-8
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Cured silicone characteristics:

1.With no deformation, high temperature resistant, resistant to acid and alkali,
and no expansion characteristics
2.Low shrinkage ratio, less than 0.1% shrinkage
3.Good elasticity, tear strength, tensile strength, make your products not only
beautiful, but also can make the intricate product, high temperature resistant
even reach 350 centigrade and 50 centigrade below zero all have no problem,
the cured silicone still keep soft, not brittle, and perfect simulation effects.
4.vulcanized at room temperature, easy operation

Operate guide:

Step 1: prepare and clean the prototype.
You must make sure your original molds perfect. fix the original mold on a bo
ard , then using some assistant material(like cardpaper) to make a frame for
to surround the prototype. The frame is no need ,if we make the mold by br
ushing way

Step 2: Take the silicone and catalyst as the ratio 100:2 (silicone:cat
alyst=100:2) ,mix the silicone rubber and catalyst evenly.
*Notes: Molding silicon rubber is a kind of flowing liquid and it contains two p
arts. Part A is a kind of flowing liquid and part B is the curing agent. Reme
mber to mix part A and part B evenly, otherwise the silicon rubber will be pa
rtly solidified and this will bring troubles for your final operation. What’s more,
the finished molds will have a short life. All of these will cause a waste of si
licon rubber.

Step 3: Vacuum pumping
After mixed the silicone evenly, it is better to release the bubble by Vacuum p
umping.

Step 4: Pouring cast or brushing cast
After released the bubble, we can pour/brush the silicone rubber on the proto
type
*Notes:Please finished all the steped within the operation time .If not it will c
ause cross linking reaction, and no more further steps will be available.So,w
e have to pay attention to the pot life and curing time.
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Packaging:

RTV liquid silicone rubber packing:
A/B series standard packing is 1 kg / 5 kg / 20 kg / 25 kg / 200 kg/barrel.(also
can customized packing according your need)

Certifications:

RTV liquid silicone rubber complies with ROHS environmental protection
requirements, by the FDA and the European Union LFGB food inspection
product certification.

Storage:

Shelf-life: 12 months.  
should be kept sealed in ventilation, cool, dry place, away from the children's
place, prevent sun direct illuminate, belongs no dangerous goods of
transportation.
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